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Wide Open Spaces. Ancient Ruins. Pissed Off Governments. Five Adventurous Students.Ã‚Â What

could possibly go wrong?Tag along as we follow Alpha Class when they study with Jeo, the lead of

the Engineering team, and learn about engineering by reviewing important marvels across the

earth.Without getting permission.If they thought the moon was dangerous, wait till they return to

Earth.***A Kurtherian Gambit Adventure for Younger Readers.... Or those who are young at

heart.***
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This book was much more cohesive. The story has a good development and felt like the author hit

his stride. You actually feel like you're right there learning with the Alphas. You can really get a feel

for the characters in the story.This time Alpha Class is working with Jeo, the head of construction.

He takes them on a world tour and you get some real history mixed in. You also get a feel for how



volatile things are between Earth's nations and TQB personnel. A little action, a little engineering,

and some mystery too. Majestic and the sacred clan even enter the picture.

I buy ALL of the Kurtherian Gambit Universe books, and this is no exception to the rule of

excellence... As always, character development, plot, dialog, and the obligatory addition of human

interaction and adventure, separate these wonderful books from those of most other authors... In no

way, does an author switch, make a difference. Attention to detail, firm adherence to purpose- all

result in the very highest in fictive literature...Now, having gotten all that out of the way, be prepared,

yes, once again, to be entertained, laugh, and forget about either eating or drinking before keyboard

and flat screen... The tradition of abstinence while reading, is still in effect... Unless you LIKE using

copious amounts of Bounty paper towels, and Windex by the court. Of course, you could just buy

lots of used keyboards, instead...The Academy's field trips are just as interesting as always, with a

very angry, jealous, and corrupt slew of Earth governments trying to secure technology from the

Etheric Empire... It matters not who they have in the crosshairs- they just want what they cannot

have... Don't preconceive the plot- you can't... These wonderful writers will mess you up!Oh, and

forget about rest, sleep, and social interactions. Huh? What social interactions? I get what I need in

the future- as I'm too damned old to enjoy any now! Now, where is that portal to the Kurtherian

Gambit Universe? I need a date with a Med Pod...Five out of Five Stars, only because .com won't

let me give more!

I love everything in the Kurtherian Gambit series, and have a hard time waiting for the next book in

the series to come out. I loved the first book in this series. I got this book on the evening of its

release and read it straight through that night. It was interesting reading and the historical tidbits

were nice, however, it seemed to me to be a book in search of a story - in short I found the story line

to be weak and not very compelling. This was compounded by the abrupt ending that could have

tied the various elements of the book together to strengthen the storyline. The abrupt ending failed

to do so, and I was left turning pages expecting more to complete the story.

Y'all filled in a few question marks I've had through the main series, like we're did the sacred clan

go? But I still want more. Those kids didn't get up to mischief or find a way to get Jio yelled at by the

queen, although his earth trips are probably over...but with their technology a 3d holographic globe

with mondo extreme close up and bilateral cross sections could help teach since a holo deck walk

through representation and Adam access to all blue prints etc image projection should be a breeze



I don't think it's the students getting into trouble so much as the teacher! But then people *will* just

have to have their own way and start trying to take what they can't have. Bad people! NoooOOOooo

biscuit! Another excellent YA insight into the Kurtherian universe! More please!BTW check out T S

Paul's other series, excellent author!

When I saw another book in the Kurtherian universe I had to pick it up. That being said, while I have

enjoyed all the authors Michael Anderle has brought in to the his Kurtherian Gambit universe there

are some stories and characters I just like more, it's individual taste. Alpha Class is one of my

preferred series. The characters are fun! There are serious moments, but the characters are varied

personalities and some are just crazy. That's one of the things that will hook me on an author,

characters that keep me interested. I want to know what happens next with these guys. I love

seeing the character development on people we only got a glimpse of in the Kurtherian Gambit

series.

Another great story, the alpha kids are at it again. Their characters are getting fleshed out nicely and

we have another stray to add to the mix. Another Federal Witch and Athena Lee are great but then

we need another Alpha Class before you go off writing cook books or mysteries.

Another five star book. I honestly can't say that anything in TKGU rates less than five stars. Really

liked seeing the kids develop into young adults and became more responsible. I really felt bad for

Jeo, poor guy. I'm looking forward to the next book. Great job.
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